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Studies show that the key reason why many people gain pounds— Gould can help you become your very own
consuming therapist and shrink yourself once and for all. With 12 practical methods to stop psychological
eating and an eight-session program, Dr. Now Dr. Roger Gould, a psychotherapist and a respected authority
on emotional eating, shows how exactly to overcome fear, anxiety, and various other stresses and stop using
food as an over-the-counter tranquilizer that can cause excess weight gain.is emotional eating, not physical
eating.and keep it on—
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Excellent book This book is probably among the best books I have read that help cope with emotional eating
(I have read A WHOLE LOT).I will say this: I now have full control for the past week (I'll give another
upgrade in a month's time) and have already lost 5 pounds rather than from dieting; I'd like to state though,
that should you have an panic like I did so, no amount of amazing self help books (like this one) can really
help you until you deal with your anxiety first. Once treated, it is possible to process the tips you read n this
fantastic book, and take even more moments to pause, believe and switch your habits to raised your life. A
Must I stopped counting how many books and schooling classes online I have read and taken on emotional
feeding on. It gave me authorization never to be perfect. I found myself engrossed and learning more about
myself. One Star waste of money The author is indeed great. Gould is definitely finally getting to the real
heart of the problem with this issue/addiction. I am just halfway through it, so I'll have to create another
review in about 2-3 months, but I could truly tell you that it offers unearthed a good deal for me, currently,
why am I or maintain or go back to this extremely bad habit. It isn't easy to discover these things for what
they are, therefore sometimes this book can be brutally honest.-). I recommend this reserve to anyone
fighting their weight, not only emotional eaters , since it also can help you see the amount of eating is tied to
your emotions and maturity amounts in life. That is a very well crafted publication that will go deep to help
you understand why, the cause of these tendencies...! It goes so more deeply than that. This book isn't
simply about eating disorders or food . It is so precious. I was and I am now OVER Binge-eating. Beck's
Think Like Thin Person Workbook, but after some time that got as well preachy about how you should
precisely eat, and was definitely focused on staying or getting on a diet. An once you recognize the
symptoms An the practices we fall into for comfort and ease we can function threw them. I'm looking
towards reading it multiple occasions. THE ANSWER to Emotional Overeating. This book is a 5-Star in my
opinion because it DELIVERS. He takes a completely different view of why we overeat, and gives clear
recommendations for how exactly to face emotions rather than eat them. The explanation behind it creates
100% sense and it really can help you release the underlying issues of your personal known reasons for
consuming for comfort and ease. NOT from counting calorie consumption BUT from carrying out some
very effective but (for me) SIMPLE mental and emotional exercises and understanding how to apply the
techniques he teaches in his publication. It spoke if you ask me about why I consume, how I eat and how
exactly to stop over eating. I go through it because my girlfriend provides been struggling Internet
overeating in response to tension..! sometimes painful issues/feelings; I feel almost, dare I say it.
:-)****************Upgrade: June 9****************Okay, so it is been 2 months and I've lost
approximately 20lbs. Most importantly, it's been effortless. I've simply taken notice of my True appetite and
elevated activity but nothing at all crazy. I'll admit I've acquired a few ups and downs but my attitude is
much more adult-like and accountable towards my food options, health & well-getting. God BLess! I eat
immediately after I ate.. Regular! The theory is to get yourself to the point where you truly realize and really
believe you don't need (excess) food to handle your life.His publication and website (I suggest you sign up
to his website ([.. In the event that you suffer from Binge-consuming disorder or Emotionally overeat and
are really truly sick and tired of the Saboteur within you then this is the book for you.]) it has been amazing)
have already been power tools on my journey to complete recovery. His HungerCoach app is definitely
fantastic and can be used at the time of cravings to help you cope and regain your power for the reason that
Instant.. you know the main one ; A lot of other books today including ourselves will state a whole lot that
"it's not your fault" and even though the pressures of life seem to obtain worse for a number of us as we
grow older and the reality that there is a fast food restaurant on every street part makes it so easy to get a
magic pill and it's really legal too, this publication smacks reality in your face, which may also be needed,
and says for you, yes life is difficult and disappointing at times but just YOU can truly switch yourself and
master your destiny. THAT IS hard work because of the "getting in there" component of it and working
directly with your True & Gould & getting yourself to the point where you see you are not starving but SAD



or you're not hungry but OVERWHELMED.! This book is one of the best I have read on emotional eating.
This publication spoke right to me... This may seem mundane but my house hasn't been this clean for this
long, my budget are dropping into better purchase, projects are getting completed, etc. I've cleaned up lots of
emotional issues & The author is so great. I'm even more at peace, experience more empowered, much much
less susceptible to getting bowled over by life's problems because they come & Personally i think more able
than ever. In a nutshell, this reserve has helped me do the growing up that I got defer (unintentionally) for
the past 10 years of my entire life.It struck me the other day that although title "Shrink yourself" obviously
refers to your size and literally shrinking it straight down, it is also interpreted seeing that Shrinking yourself
(seeing that in psychiatrist/therapy) to heal those neurotic, emotional conditions that hold you from letting
go of food as self-medication.Shrink yourself offers helped me personally grow up and find peace again.
Enlightening! UNDERSTAND THIS BOOK. Thanks much, Dr. This book isn't simply about eating
disorders or food addiction struggles.!A few methods my entire life has changed since We started engaging
his methods: at least 80% reduced cravings and even less binge episodes; Whoever has struggled to lose
excess weight and keep it off must purchase this publication. For the past 10 years I've researched the web
and browse MANY books on Excess weight loss/Emotional Overeating/Compulsive Overeating which book
ties everything together splendidly. Really thought provoking This book is a remarkable deep dive into the
reasons we turn to food when we feel less than. There exists a reason and this book can not only describe it
to you but give you every tool you should just stop. The exercises place it into practice. Not only your usual
self help book. Five Stars Great.. Gets to underneath of emotional consuming. There's a big part of me that
has healed from this book. This publication by Dr. Anyone who has struggled to lose excess weight and ..
Youl make your journey reading this book I didn’t no if this would work or not really but for me it can.
communication issues. Ideally this could be the last one I have to read. My first preferred one years back
was Dr. It spoke if you ask me about why I eat Wow. Well well worth the work to visit a light at the end of
the tunnel. ability to consider charge of troubling or stagnant issues in my lifestyle has increased. It offered
me permission never to be perfect.I was primed for the contents of this book therefore was very receptive to
its message and exercises but I could see various other Emotional Overeaters not getting what they need out
of this because they are NOT READY.. It is so incredibly vital that you stop and think when triggered to
binge and really examine the proceedings in that moment.
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